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Abstrakt
Zne£i²t¥ní ovzdu²í ohroºuje ºivotní prost°edí i ºivoty lidí a je t°eba lépe pochopit procesy,
které se za ním skrývají. Po£íta£ové modely a jejich simulace pomocí advek£n¥-difuzní
rovnice, pop°ípade jinými zp·soby, pom¥rn¥ p°esn¥ reprezentují pohyb a prom¥ny kon-
taminantu. Sou£asné modely jsou v²ak validní pouze za ur£itých omezených po£áte£ních
podmínek. V práci je p°edstaven obecný model kombinující n¥kolik speciﬁckých model·,
které jsou schopny m¥nit se dle vstupních parametr· a zlep²ovat se trénováním. Adap-
tivnost systému je zaji²t¥na rozhodovacím stromem a genetickým algoritmem. Rozhodovací
strom reprezentuje datovou strukturu s informacemi pro proces výb¥ru a kombinaci model·,
genetický algoritmus slouºí jako optimaliza£ní metoda pro p°izp·sobení stromu trénovacími
daty. Ohodnocení implementovaného systému dokazuje, ºe kombinace model· dává lep²í
výsledky neº modely samotné. I s jednoduchými speciﬁckými modely má systém výsledky
srovnatelné se sou£asnými modely zne£i²t¥ní ovzdu²í.
Abstract
Air pollution harms the environment and human welfare. Computer models and their simu-
lation are useful tools for deeper understanding of processes behind as they quite accurately
represent the dispersion and transformation of pollutants with advection diﬀusion equation
or by other concepts. Current models give valid results only to constrained cases of initial
conditions. The general model combining the several speciﬁc models which is able to change
according to input parametres and improve with training is proposed. The adaptiveness of
the system is provided by decision tree as data structure with information for selection and
combination process and genetic algorithm as optimization method for adjusting the tree.
The evaluation of implemented system proves that the combination of models gives better
results than models themselves. Even with simple speciﬁc models, the system has achieved
results comparable to state-of-art models of air pollution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Air pollution harms the environment and human welfare. In order to solve existing and
prevent future problems, the deep understanding of air pollution's processes is necessary.
Computer models use various mathematical and statistical concepts to ﬁnd the relation
between input parameters such as source properties, weather conditions and pollutant char-
acteristics, and measured concetrations of the chemical after some time in space. The
simulation can provide the complex view, but current models are accurate only for situa-
tions they were designed for. The system which would use multiple models and select the
most appropriate one for given initial conditions could oﬀer more general perspective. The
choosing and combining these speciﬁc systems are two non-trivial tasks and due to desired
adaptive behaviour of the system artiﬁcial intelligence methods might succeed.
Proposed solution uses two of them - genetic algorithm and decision tree. Decision
tree contains information about which models to select according to input characteristics
and how to combine them into one general model which calculates concentrations. Genetic
algorithm adjusts this decision tree by changing the information included and adding new
one so that it ﬁts best to training data.
The system has been implemented and extensively evaluated on data from Copenhagen
and Cabauw experiment. The results show that the system combining models has not only
wider application area but the concentrations calculated by the system are signiﬁcantly
closer to real-world measurements than the concentrations calculated by speciﬁc models
themselves.
The thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 2 analyzes the problem and describes air
pollution, its modelling and simulation and gives short overview of artiﬁcial intelligence
methods. Chapter 3 introduces proposed solution, explain its design and main features.
In chaper 4, the details of implementation are given. Chapter 5 include evaluation of the
system. Finally, chapter 6 states the conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Problem Analysis
Problem with air pollution dates back to middle ages and it causes large number of deaths
and respiratory diseases every year [EHSZ08]. In order to prevent and improve these issues,
we need to better understand the main principles of air pollution. Computer models can
provide insight to the concept, inspect contributing factors, assess their importance and sim-
ulate various case studies. Although current models represent quite accurately the process
of polluting with initial conditions they were designed to illustrate, the widely applicable
system combining two or more speciﬁc models according to input parameters is missing.
Such system would provide more general results and give the overall perspective. However,
combining these models is a non-trivial task and choosing the right models to combine is
similarly diﬃcult to do. The adaptiveness of the system may be achieved by methods of
artiﬁcial intelligence.
Background in three main ﬁelds is necessary for analysis of the problem - air pollution,
modelling and simulation and artiﬁcial intelligence methods. First, the processes behind
air pollution are described and main mathematical models presented. They usually have
form of diﬀerential equations so the overview of approaches for solving these equations
by computer is given. The examined approach of using artiﬁcial intelligence methods for
combining diﬀerent models require introduction to these methods.
2.1 Air Pollution Modelling
Air pollution is
the presence of contaminants or pollutant substances in the air that interfere
with human health or welfare, or produce other harmful environmental eﬀects
[Val08].
By its modelling we can describe the functional relation between emissions of pollutants and
measured concentrations. Moreover, it gives thorough look into the process, quantify the
inﬂuence of the parameters, analyzes the possible consequences of case scenarios and assess
how eﬀectively proposed strategies reduce the risk. [Bui01].
In these simulations, we try to monitor the fate of pollutants. They undergo two types
of processes - physical transport and chemical transformation. The main factors which have
inﬂuence on them, therefore the input information to the system, are emission's source,
meteorological characteristics, terrain, nature of pollutant and atmospheric emissions.
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2.1.1 Factors of Air Pollution
Emission's source Source contributes to the model with two aspects - the physical prop-
erties of the source itself and the characteristics of the emission process. First part includes
source's position, elevation, physical height of the stack and shape. Second part includes
emission rate (usually in gs−1), momentum of released pollutants, duration and character
of emission (instantaneous, continuous, puﬀ).
Meteorological characteristics Climate and weather at the time and place of emission
are the most important inﬂuencers of the particles's movement. They include wind direction
and speed (usually as functions of height, as the wind speed tends to increase and direction
to shift with increasing elevation), temperature and pressure of the air, and turbulence
characteristics. Wind velocity inﬂuences the transport of contaminants, especially for point
sources is this one parameter crucial.
The wind is not blowing straight in one direction, it swirls in irregular, seemingly random
way. This movement called turbulence is caused by moving past objects (mechanical tur-
bulence) or, usually, by rising of heated air from the surface and descent of surrounding air
(thermal turbulence). Turbulence is responsible for dispersion of the contaminants. In the
process of eddy diﬀusion the atmospheric eddies break apart and mix unpolluted air with
polluted air. To estimate the level of turbulence and its dispersive ability, Pasquill classiﬁ-
cation of atmospheric stability based on wind speed, insolation and cloudiness [Val08, p.562]
categorizes the turbulence into six classes from A(unstable) to F(stable), see table 2.1. Gen-
erally, during the day sun heats the bottom air which starts to rise up and cause instability.
At night the bottom air cools down and atmosphere is stabilized [SJ05]. Pasquill-Gilford
tables provide vertical and horizontal dispersion parameters for diﬀusion equation. Turbu-
lence occurs only up to a certain height above the ground, the depth of this atmospheric
layer is called mixing height or height of atmospheric/planetary boundary layer. The air
above is stable.
Table 2.1: Pasquill Stability Categories [Val08, p.562].
Insolation Night
Surface wind
speed (ms−1) Strong Moderate Slight
Thinly overcast or
≥ 4/8 low cloud ≤ 3/8 cloud
<2 A A-B B - -
2-3 A-B B C E F
3-5 B B-C C D E
5-6 C C-D D D D
>6 C D D D D
Terrain Roughness of the surface and obstacles in the way can alter the wind direction
or cause mechanical turbulence. Therefore, a diﬀerent model is required for the city center
than for corn ﬁelds. For example, streets with high buildings change the wind properties so
much that they form wind canyons.
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Temporal and Spatial Scale When examining the pollution process, the time and area
scale need to be determined. They are interconnected, because it takes time for a pollutant
to get further or change. Local scale focuses on nearby zone, up to 5 km. In this area
in short time large particles and ﬂuorides settle down in concentration gradient. In urban
scale, up to 50 km, ﬁrst chemical transformations take place, e.g. nitrogens and sulfurs
begin to oxidate. They can cause acid rain in regional scale up to 500 km. Continental (up
to several thousand km) and global scale deal with greenhouse gases and ozone holes.
Pollutant Pollutant itself inﬂuences the process. First, its physical phase and size deter-
mines how long it can stay in the air. The very ﬁne particulate matter and non-reactant
gases can remain in the atmosphere for very long time. Otherwise, the particles undergo
one of the following processes. Sedimentation or settling by gravity needs to be considered
in case of large particles (more than 20µm) in e.g. tilted plume model. Smaller particles are
either transformed into another chemical by reaction which is usually modelled as an expo-
nential decay with time. The rest is removed by deposition. Dry deposition is impaction
with vegetation or chemical reactions with ground, wet deposition take the pollutants out
from the atmosphere by rainout or washout.
The substances directly emitted into atmosphere (primary pollutants) from sources in-
clude [ZD07]
• carbon compounds, e.g. CO, CO2, CH4,
• nitrogen compounds, e.g. NO, N2O, NH3,
• sulfur compounds, e.g. H2S, SO2,
• halogen compounds, e.g. chlorides, ﬂuorides, bromides,
• particulate matter.
These primary pollutants form secondary pollutants by chemical reactions. They include
• NO2 and HNO3 from NO,
• O3 from photochemical reactions of nitrogen oxides,
• acid droplets from SO2 and NO2,
• sulfates and nitrates aerosols,
• organic aerosols.
EPA (US Environmental Protection Agency) deﬁned air criteria pollutants which need to
be monitored as particulate matter, O3, CO, SO2, NO2 and Pb. [Val08, p.58].
The density and temperature of pollutant also play a role because they determine the
buoyancy, the tendency to rise up, which sets the actual, eﬀective height of emission (in
comparison to the physical height of stack). Gases of higher density than the surrounding
air go downwash, others rise up more or less and are exposed to turbulence within mixing
height.
Atmospheric emissions For most accurate modelling of chemical transformation the
model has to include also the emissions already present in the air.
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Air dispersion models (transport and diﬀusion) estimate the concentrations of pollutant
at the speciﬁc locations after given period of time. They compute an expected mean of con-
centration, but they can not predict speciﬁc realization [HPM08]. The source's properties,
meteorological conditions and terrain characteristics of the area are parameters. Mostly
used mathematical concepts are Gaussian model, Lagrangian model, box model, Eulerian
model, dense gas model and few others. Another way to simulate air pollution is to ﬁnd
relationship between available data by statistical methods, neural networks or fuzzy logic.
Air quality models (chemistry) simulate the chemical reactions that can occur if released pri-
mary pollutants are in the atmosphere for longer time and they form secondary pollutants.
These transformations include simple reaction, oxidations, and photo/thermochemical chain
reactions. Receptor models try to solve the reversed problem, to identify and connect the
known pollutants's concentrations to their probable sources.
Applications of air pollution modelling extend especially to environment issues. Simu-
lations are able to assess the consequences of accidental leakage of contaminant in a factory
or terrorist attack. Also, the eﬀectiveness of control and emergency mechanisms can be
examined and importance of speciﬁc inﬂuences on process calculated. Therefore, modelling
and simulation of air pollution oﬀer much more than mere concentrations measurements.
2.1.2 Advection-Diﬀusion Equation
Advection-diﬀusion equation (ADE) [SJ05] is the central model for air pollution modelling
as it is valid on all spatial scales. It can be derived from mass balances of transported
particles. Symbols used in the equation are explained in appendix D and here:
C(x, t) concentration at space in time,
t time,
x = (x, y, z) position in coordinate system, x downwind distance, y crosswind distance,
z receptor height from ground,
u(x, t) = (u, v, w) wind velocity,
E(x, t) = (Ex, Ey, Ez) diﬀusion coeﬃcient,
Advection equation describes transport of pollutant in the ﬂow of wind with velocity u.
∂
∂t
C(x, t) +
∂
∂x
(u(x, t)C(x, t)) = 0 (2.1)
Diﬀusion equation describes diﬀusion of pollutant due to turbulence with coeﬃcient E. The
original diﬀusion equation describes the random molecular movements in liquids which can
be neglected if particles move. However, same equation, only with higher coeﬃcient, governs
also turbulent motions [SJ05].
∂
∂t
C(x, t) =
∂
∂x
(E(x, t)C(x, t)) (2.2)
Advection-diﬀusion reaction combines equations 2.1 and 2.2.
∂
∂t
C(x, t) +
∂
∂x
(u(x, t)C(x, t)) =
∂
∂x
(E(x, t)C(x, t)) (2.3)
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The advection-diﬀusion equation derivation is based on superposition of advection and
diﬀusion. The additive combination is valid as they are independent - the random movement
of diﬀusion does not depend on ﬂow motion. Some known solutions are given in section
2.2.5.
2.1.3 Gaussian Model
Gaussian plume model is one of the known solutions to the diﬀusion equation wherein wind
and diﬀusion parameters remain constant. It is used for predicting the concentrations from a
continuously emitting point of buoyant air pollution such as industrial stacks [EHSZ08]. The
equation sets three dimensional system - downwind (x axis), crosswind (y axis) and vertical
originating from ground (z axis). Model assumes that concentrations are proportional to
the emission rate, the length of their trajectory is proportional to the wind speed and that
time-averaged concentrations can be described by Gaussian distributions with standard
deviations empirically related to the levels of turbulence. Usually, Pasquill classiﬁcation
of atmospheric stability (see table 2.1) is used and according to meteorological conditions,
one of the stability classes is chosen. Pasquill-Giﬀord tables then oﬀer empirically assessed
dispersion parameters in terms of distance from source. The equations are given in section
4.4.
2.1.4 Lagrangian and Eulerian Model
In Lagrangian model, motion of air pollution plumes's particles is modelled as random walk
process with moving frame reference. Model assumes that particles remain unchanged the
whole time (therefore used for non-reactant gases, such as SO2). Statistic methods on
trajectories of these particles calculate the dispersion. It is used for modelling long time
periods. Eulerian model is similar, it tracks the motion of large number of particles in the
ﬁxed frame reference of 3D Cartesian grid.
2.1.5 Transformation of Pollutants
Transformation of pollutants due to radioactive decay or chemical reaction can be added to
ADE. First, deﬁnition of transformation - reaction equation.
∂
∂t
C(x, t) = f(C(x, t), x, t) (2.4)
Advection-diﬀusion-reaction equation (ADRE) combines all three inﬂuencers of the pol-
lutant particles.
∂
∂t
C(x, t) +
∂
∂x
(u(x, t)C(x, t)) =
∂
∂x
(E(x, t)C(x, t)) + f(C(x, t), x, t)
(2.5)
ADRE models all possible processes which cause the transformation and spread of emitted
pollutants over arbitrary time and spatial scale.
2.2 Modelling and Simulation
A model simpliﬁes the real system (interconnected set of components) in signiﬁcant proper-
ties so it represents system accurately enough. By changing parameters of modelled system
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and observing the consequent changes, i.e. by simulating, it is possible to examine the
system repeatedly and predict its future behaviour. Models of air pollution are mostly
mathematical, statistical or deterministic. Statistical models are based on statistical re-
lations between empirically measured emissions and concentrations. Models which apply
neural networks or fuzzy logic to ﬁnd the relation are considered to belong to this group
[Bui01]. Deterministic models use mathematical equations to describe the pollution - par-
tial diﬀerential equations for transport and diﬀusion and ordinary diﬀerential equations for
chemistry processes [Jac05, ch.6].
These partial diﬀerential equations, ADE and ADRE, represent conservation laws for the
mass, energy and momentum. As it is not possible to calculate the solution to diﬀerential
equations straightly by computer, two main approaches exist. First, couple of analytical
solutions to diﬀerential equations are known. However, they are valid only under speciﬁc
conditions. Second approach is to numerically approximate the solution by discretization.
The calculation breaks equation to three equations - ﬁrst it computes change caused by
diﬀusion, then transport and then chemistry. This cyclic method called operator splitting
alternates the order of three partial equations. The solutions to these continuous diﬀerential
equations are approximated by algebraic equations in ﬁnite number of discrete spatial or
temporal nodes. Discretization process consists of three main steps [Kuz10, lecture 1]
• mesh generation decomposes space into cells or elements,
• space discretization approximates spatial derivatives by ﬁnite diﬀerences/volumes/ele-
ments method,
• time discretization approximates temporal derivatives by time steps and schemes
such as Euler or Runge-Kutta.
Methods for space approximations are described as follows.
2.2.1 Finite-diﬀerence approximation
Finite-diﬀerence approximation replace diﬀerential operator with a discrete diﬀerence analog
- spatially grid cells and temporally time steps. It is based on deﬁnition of derivative [Isk10]
u′(x) = lim
∆x→0
u(x+ ∆x)− u(x)
∆x
(2.6)
Nodal derivatives of the continuous function are reduced to values in ﬁnite set of discrete
points, spaced by constant ∆x. The simplest approximation, known as forward Euler is
[Isk10]
u′(xi) ≈ u(xi + ∆x)− u(xi)
∆x
=
u(xi+1)− u(xi)
∆x
(2.7)
The solution of this numerical method approximates the exact solution and the error can be
calculated as follows. Taylor series expansion formulate the exact solution in point xi + ∆x
with known value in xi by
u(xi + ∆x) = u(xi) + ∆xi
∂u
∂x
|xi +
∆x2
2!
∂2u
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
xi
+
∆x3
3!
∂3u
∂x3
∣∣∣∣
xi
+ . . . (2.8)
By rearranging the expression, we get
u(xi + ∆xi)− u(xi)
∆xi
− ∂u
∂x
∣∣∣∣
xi
=
∆x2
2!
∂2u
∂x2
∣∣∣∣
xi
+
∆x3
3!
∂3u
∂x3
∣∣∣∣
xi
+ . . . (2.9)
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So the diﬀerence between approximated solution and exact solution of forward Euler method,
called truncation error, is sum of the neglected higher-order polynomials of Taylor series.
Another time stepping schemes include Crank-Nicholson scheme, leapfrog scheme, Mat-
suno scheme, Heun scheme, Adams-Bashforth scheme and widely used Runge-Kutta scheme
[Jac05]. Runge-Kutta of fourth order is explicit method which uses weighed average of four
points inside the ∆x.
Numerical approximation of solution to diﬀerential equations replicate the exact solution
under several conditions. First, discrete diﬀerence has to converge to diﬀerential expression.
Second, diﬀerence has to be consistent which means that truncation error has to approach
zero as ∆x approaches zero. And third, it has to be stable, the absolute value diﬀerence
between numerical and exact solution does not grow over time so step truncation errors do
not add up. These conditions assure the intuitive behaviour of the correct numerical method
that the solution is more exact with decreasing ∆x, decreasing time step and increasing order
of approximation.
2.2.2 Finite volume approximation
Finite volumes method divides space into discrete volumes surrounding each node and it
approximates integral of diﬀerential equation over this volume. Moreover, the values in the
node are exchanged in ﬂux-conserving manner (the ﬂux entering the volume is same than
ﬂux leaving to neighbouring volume). The method can be applied over arbitrary mesh.
2.2.3 Finite element approximation
Finite element method divides space into elements with nodes on their boundaries. Diﬀeren-
tial equations are approximated by set of simultaneous algebraic equations which represent
the behaviour in the element. It would be impossible to ﬁnd such algebraic equations to
describe whole system, but they can quite accurately estimate the small area of element.
The mesh is often irregular, reﬁned in areas of interest, large elements on boundaries.
2.2.4 Method of Finite Lines
Method of ﬁnite lines solve a partial diﬀerential equation by discretizing all but one its
dimension. Usually, all spatial dimensions are discretized and time is left to be continuous.
That leads to the set of ordinary diﬀerential equations which can be solved by numerical
integration (e.g. with Runge-Kutta method applied to remaining continuous dimension). It
is widely used to solve diﬀusion or heat equation.
2.2.5 Analytical Solutions
The discretization methods are one approach to approximate the solution of ADE. Another
one is to apply known analytical solutions which were devised for some constrained cases.
The solution is calculated with given equation and usually only round-oﬀ error is present.
In some cases, when the approximation takes place in derivation of analytical equation, the
solution is only approximated.
Instantaneous point source
Instantaneous point source is the simplest model possible with emission of mass M in
t = 0 at point x = (x1, y1, z1). With unchanging one-directional advection with velocity
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u = (ux, 0, 0) and diﬀusion E = (Ez, Ey, Ez), the solution is [SJ05, ap. 2]
C(x, y, z, t) =
M
4pit
√
4piExEyEzt
exp
(
−((x− x1)− uxt)
2
4Ext
− (y − y1)
2
4Eyt
− (z − z1)
2
4Ezt
)
(2.10)
With zero velocity and isotropic diﬀusion E = Ex = Ey = Ez, it simpliﬁes to
C(x, y, z, t) =
M
(4piEt)3/2
exp
(
−−r
2
4Et
)
(2.11)
where r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 and x1 = y1 = z1 = 0.
Instantaneous line source of ﬁnite length
For line source of emitted mass m′ per length unit in time t = 0 of position x = (0, 0,±z2)
with velocity u = (ux, 0, 0), the solution is [SJ05, ap. 2]
C(x, y, z, t) =
m′
8pit
√
ExEy
(
erf
(
z + z2√
4Ezt
)
− erf
(
z − z2√
4Ezt
))
exp
(
−(x− uxt)
2
4Ext
− y
2
4Eyt
)
(2.12)
Continuous point source
With point source emitting from t = 0 till now, time t, the solution is [SJ05]
C(x, y, z, t) =
γ
√
pi
2
√
α
(
exp(2
√
αβ)erf
(√
α
t
+
√
βt
)
+ exp
(
−2
√
αβ
)
erf
(√
α
t
−
√
βt
))
α =
(x− x1)2
4Ex
+
(y − y1)2
4Ey
+
(z − z1)2
4Ez
β =
u2x
4Ex
+ kγ =
Q exp
(
(x−x1)ux
2Ex
)
4pi
√
4piExEyEz
(2.13)
Two-dimensional non-stationary ADE
In case of continuous elevated point source, considering only x and z directions of wind and
turbulence, unstable turbulence and usual boundary conditions, the solution was derived
with generalised integral Laplace transform technique (GILTT) [MVBT06]
C(x, z, t) =
M∑
k=1
Pk
t
AkC(x, z,
Pk
t
) (2.14)
where Pk and Ak are roots and weights of the Gaussian quadrature scheme and C is Laplace
transform technique of the concentration in time.
The GILTT technique for derivation of analytical solution was used also in [WVMB05]
and [MVT+05]. The ﬁrst one enable arbitrary function for eddy diﬀusivity and the second
one utilize eddy diﬀusivity as function of distance from source.
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Other Analytical Solutions
Appendix 2 of [SJ05] gives the thorough list of solutions to mainly theoretical constraints,
e.g. for inﬁnite plane source or inﬁnitely continuous emission. Other practical solutions
are redundant to specify here due to their extensive deﬁnitions. In [LH97], the solution for
two-dimensional ADE of non-reactive continuous line source in steady state, with height-
dependent wind speed and eddy diﬀusivities and Robin-type boundary function is given.
Some articles focus on ﬁnding the equation for turbulent parameters which ﬁts best given
other conditions, e.g. [Ulk00, GMCT04, EE07, CSR09].
2.3 Artiﬁcial Intelligence Methods
The main feature of general system combining few speciﬁc models of air pollution is its
adaptiveness. That would be diﬃcult to achieve through rigorous methods, but artiﬁcial
intelligence approach can provide the ability to change according to input parameters. The
method proposed in chapter 3 uses a decision tree and a genetic algorithm, its brief descrip-
tion follows.
2.3.1 Decision Trees
Decision tree is a directed tree used in decision making and in machine learning as a predic-
tive model. The nodes of the tree contain the question or the condition and outgoing edges
represent various answers to the question or ways of satisfying the condition. The leaves of
the tree hold the ﬁnal decisions or classes. Most common application of decision trees is in
data mining, as the classiﬁcation method. The trees are formed in the process of supervised
learning where they recursively split the data set according to the input variables's values so
that all items on the subset have the same value of target variable. After training phase they
are able to classify the objects. The decision tree used in the system proposed in this thesis
diﬀers from decision trees described, it is not classiﬁcation method and it is not formed in
training process, but it is more a data structure storing information for decision making.
2.3.2 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithm is nature-inspired method which uses codiﬁed evolution for optimiza-
tion of problems. The instance of the problem, represented mainly by variables which are
the object of optimization, is somehow coded into computer-understandable format called
chromosome. The set of instances forms the population. Each individual of the population
undergoes evaluation based on cost (ﬁtness) function. The aim of the method is to minimize
(maximize) evaluation value. After evaluation, some individuals are selected from popula-
tion, usually the best of them with a few inferior ones. The chromosomes of individuals
from this subset are modiﬁed by mating and mutation operations and new population is
built. This cycle repeats itself until the cost (ﬁtness) goes under (above) the given limit or
allowed time expires.
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2.4 State-of-art of Air Pollution Modelling with Artiﬁcial In-
telligence Methods
Air pollution models use artiﬁcial intelligence methods, but in diﬀerent way than this thesis
proposes. Usually they calculate the relationship between input parameters and measured
concentrations, i.e. instead of using ADE, multi-layer perceptron, Kohonen self-organizing
net [BM04a, BM04b] or fuzzy logic [DPMH04] ﬁnd the relation by training data. Also,
cellular automata are used for simulation of air dispersion or air quality, e.g. [MRRM00].
More similar system was devised in [HPM08, ch.14] where the genetic algorithm combines
the backward looking receptor model with the forward transport and dispersion model to
ﬁnd the possible sources's characteristics from known concentrations. They blend these two
models with continuous genetic algorithm as optimization tool for assimilation of chemical
mass balance receptor model and Gaussian plume dispersion model. Mathematically, they
search the best ﬁtting matrix S to satisfy the equation Cmn.Sn = Rm. First, they calculate
the estimated concentrations with characteristics of multiple possible sources and multiple
meteorological conditions by diﬀusion equation and ﬁll the matrix Cmn. The measured
concentrations, based on reality, are in matrix Rm. The object which genetic algorithm
changes, the matrix Sn describes the contribution of each source to the actual pollution
values. The system was tested and evaluated on both artiﬁcial and real-world data and
works rather well [HPM08, p.294].
2.5 Research Problem and Research Questions
The current research in atmospheric pollution provides several models and analytical solu-
tions, but the general system combining these models is not present. This master's thesis
aims to research how the selection and combination of speciﬁc systems can be done. How
can system make decisions about choice according to input data? How does it set the conﬁg-
uration parameters so that the chosen models ﬁts to the given instance? How can be models
combined? We believe that artiﬁcial intelligence methods can be applied, the goal is to ﬁnd
out which ones and how exactly. First solution design works with genetic algorithms and
variation of decision trees. The hypothesis is that the measured concentrations of pollutants
will be similar to the concentrations calculated with our system, given the same input data
or, at least, that the results of combined model will be closer to measured data than the
results of the speciﬁc models themselves.
Apart from this main problem, we would like to examine one more, less important for
this research. It is well known that the proper visualization of data can improve the user's
understanding and further work with results. The integration of geographic information
systems and display of calculated concentrations can make atmospheric pollution models
more powerful [EHSZ08]. The corresponding question is how to do it eﬀectively.
The main problem is, there is not a lot of the real-world data and measurements. Genetic
algorithm training is based on real-world data so the evaluation of this system might be
constrained. Most of the models described in section 2.2.5 are tested and validated on
Copenhagen Tracer experiment's measurements [GLRD98], so the test on those data is
necessary for comparison.
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Chapter 3
Solution Design
Air pollution models capture the process of dispersion and transformation of contaminants
accurately but they often work only under certain initial conditions. The general model
which is able to adapt to input parameters, select appropriate speciﬁc models, combine them
into one system and calculate the correct results would provide wide-ranging framework with
overall perspective and broader options of use. Proposed adaptive model of atmospheric
pollution is to our knowledge ﬁrst attempt to do so, however, few systems of blending two
models together are mentioned in section 2.4. The solution applies decision tree and genetic
algorithm to the tasks of combining models and adjusting the system. The decision tree
contains information about which models to select according to input characteristics and how
to combine them into one general model which calculates concentrations. Genetic algorithm
adjusts this decision tree by changing the information in it so that it ﬁts to training data.
Further follows the description of the system, its training and producing results.
3.1 Overview of system's processes
The proposed model works from user's point of view like another air pollution model pre-
sented in previous chapter. User inserts input variables. The overview of factors which
inﬂuence the dispersion and transformation of the pollutant is given in section 2.1.1. The
actual list of input parameters in the system depends on the chosen and implemented spe-
ciﬁc models and their applicability to various cases. Then the system calculates the assessed
concentrations in temporal and spatial area of interest. However, the main feature of the
model is its adaptiveness, the ability to adjust to conditions and improve with acquired
knowledge.
The system therefore works in two modes - user mode and training mode as shown in
ﬁgure 3.1. In user mode, the user gives the input parameters, system builds the combined
model with information from the decision tree, calculates and visualizes the results. Training
mode provides the means to change the system. After the input of training data which
consists of input variables and measured concentrations, the system's results are obtained
as in user mode. The calculated and measured results are compared and genetic algorithm
changes the decision tree accordingly.
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Figure 3.1: Activity diagram of system.
3.2 Decision tree
The decision tree contains all the information about the process of speciﬁc models's selection
and combination.
The leaves contain implemented speciﬁc models with their accuracy parameter . This
parameter, a contribution ratio, is applied in case that two or more speciﬁc models are found
suitable for the same area. The system then calculates linear combination of their results
and coeﬃcients for the equation are determined by the contribution ratios.
Inner nodes represent conditions such as point source or constant wind speed required
for model validity or recommended application to certain input properties, e.g. Lagrangian
model is suitable for long temporal scales [Bui01, p.8]. The input parameters either do or do
not satisfy these conditions, the satisﬁability is boolean value, but the suitability of using
speciﬁc models under these conditions is scalable, therefore has numerical value. The extent
to which the conditions need to be satisﬁed so that the speciﬁc model is suitable - suitability
parameter (value 1.0 - must be/validity requires, 0.7 - should be/it is recommended, 0.5 -
might be/does not matter, 0 - can not be/would cause invalidity) are stored in data structure
for each implemented model. This oﬀers another way of selecting the most appropriate
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model. The threshold value added to inner node can easily divide subtrees to two groups -
those with leaves with speciﬁc models that has suitability parameter higher than threshold
value and those that has lower. However, ﬁnding the threshold values so that the system
functions eﬀectively, can be a problem. In case of using genetic algorithm described below,
that would require extensive training data from many experiments with diﬀerent input
parameters.
Decision process goes from root node and inspects each split condition. The threshold
value is compared to boolean value of whether input parameters satisfy split condition in
that inner node. If they do, process continues with left subtree, in negative case, it goes
right. In case of threshold value 0.5, process goes both directions. Three cases can occur.
First, only one model is found as appropriate and used, no combining takes place. Second,
some conditions can be met only in part (e.g. threshold value 0.5), in that case several
leaves are appropriate and their combination is built. Third, no speciﬁc model can be used.
The simple example of decision tree is in ﬁgure 3.2. The nodes contain conditions about
temporal and spatial scale and choose one model according to values of those variables given
by the user.
The character of decision tree makes it quite easy to add new speciﬁc models into the
system. The expert just needs to manually insert it into the decision tree and describe the
validity conditions. After rerun of genetic algorithm, new model is part of the system with
contribution proportional to its accuracy.
Figure 3.2: Example of decision tree.
3.3 Building combined system
The combining of models into one general system that calculates results (see ﬁgure 3.3)
expects the decision tree with information necessary for decisions about selection. The
building itself is explained by following example. The new industrial stack starts to release
continuously non-reactant gas with a few particles of heavy particulate matter. On the right
side of the factory, the terrain starts to rise and form a mountain, on the left side the city
lies in plane. The user wants to know how the pollution in the area of 15 km will look
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in two days if it does not rain. At least two models can be used, ﬁrst simple tilted plume
model for heavy particles, second Lagrangian or Gaussian model for gas. If the system has
also model for mountainous terrain it can be included and calculate the results for right
side. The sharp transition between left and right side can cause some discrepancies, so the
transient area's results can be calculated e.g. as weighted mean of results from two areas.
The weights would change with Gaussian distribution dependent on distance from the sharp
boundary.
In case of two or more models which were found suitable for same area, the linear com-
bination of their results is calculated as the overall result. The coeﬃcients for combination
are determined by contribution ratios of given speciﬁc models stored in leaf nodes of tree.
Figure 3.3: Building combined model.
3.4 Adaptation of system
The adaptiveness of the system lies in its ability to change the process of selecting and
combining speciﬁc models which creates one system calculating the results. This process
takes the information from the decision tree, so the data in nodes of the tree is the subject
of adjusting so that improved model calculates the results similar (enough) to the measured
concentrations which are ground truth in training process. Basically, genetic algorithm
optimizes the decision tree so that the combined model built with it calculates the results
that ﬁt the measurements.
Genetic algorithm iteratively evaluates the population of individuals represented by their
chromosomes and builds new population with operations of mating and mutation from a few
chosen (usually the best) individuals, as shown in ﬁgure 3.4. Therefore chromosome form,
initial population, evaluation process, cost function and methods of selection, mating and
mutation need to be determined. The parameters such as population size and maximum
generations need to be set experimentally.
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Chromozome representation of a tree consists of nodes's list in preorder. For every node,
it includes
• id number - the position in preorder,
• split condition,
• split threshold,
• speciﬁc model,
• contribution ratio,
• binary ﬂag set if the node can be changed.
For inner nodes, target model and ratio values are set to null. For leaf nodes, split condition
and threshold values are set to null. The bit can be changed for inner nodes means that
threshold values can be changed, for leaf nodes that ratio can be altered. This bit assures
that the validity conditions which needs to be satisﬁed for speciﬁc model in the end of path
through decision tree, will not be broken by genetic algorithm.
Initial population is built from one individual - initial tree. This tree is created manually
by the expert, including all known facts about all chosen implemented speciﬁc models. Initial
conditions of those models are included in nodes of tree. As these conditions were usually
mentioned and proven to be correct in research that presented corresponding model, genetic
algorithm tries to ﬁnd what conditions about other variables can be valid, e.g. with the
tree shown in ﬁgure 3.2, it might explore the possibility that Lagrangian model works best
than others in mountainous terrain in all temporal and spatial scales. Another task is to
ﬁnd contribution ratios for speciﬁc models, i.e. how accurate similar models are.
Mutation operations include inserting new node into the tree (right before the leaf
nodes), altering the threshold (for newly added nodes) and changing the contribution ratios.
Assumably, the contribution ratios for more accurate models is higher, their coeﬃcient in
linear combination is higher and therefore they contribute more to the system's results. The
need to keep validity conditions in the path from root to the speciﬁc model rules out mating
and mutation operations over trees as in genetic programming. The path from root to the
model should always include the conditions given in the initial tree, but a few more can
appear.
Evaluation might take quite long as the decision tree needs to be built for each indi-
vidual's chromosome from population. Then combined system is built according to each
decision tree and it calculates the results with input parameters of training data. The cal-
culated results and results of training data (measured concentrations) are compared and
cost function is computed as normalized mean squared error between them. The algorithm
ends and the best found decision tree is saved if the error is small enough (or the allowed
time expires). Due to probably long evaluation time the population is small, higher number
of generations is used to improve the results. Only the best decision tree is selected and new
population is built from it by mutation. The parameters of algorithm such as population
size, maximum generations or probability of diﬀerent kinds of mutation needs to be set
experimentally so that it converges. The best found tree is then saved and used afterwards
in user mode.
As this part of the system is the most important one, the character and parameters
need to be tested and experimentally evaluated several times to produce robust and reliable
adaptive system.
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Figure 3.4: Decision tree update.
Designed genetic algorithm takes into account all known facts about speciﬁc models,
but the changing of decision tree can end in correct and eﬀective results only in case of
enough training and evaluation data from whole range of possible input parameters. As
there are only a few experiment's data for air pollution and most of them with similar
initial conditions, this can pose an issue to evaluation of proposed model.
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Chapter 4
Solution Implementation
The designed system has been implemented in C++ language. From implemented speciﬁc
models, the implementation of the numerical approximation has been inspired by Radim
Dvo°ák's code [DvZ09]. Apart from STL library, RapidXML [Kal06] has been applied for
saving the decision tree in XML format. The random numbers needed in genetic algorithm
have been provided by rand() function of C language for uniform distribution and by function
implemented in C by [Ack02] for normal distribution. Graphical user interface has been
designed and implemented in Qt. Apart mentioned cases, all code is originally implemented.
4.1 Overview
Implemented system consists of several classes, as shown in ﬁgure 4.1. In user mode, Model
calculates the ModelOutput according to ModelInput. ModelManager does the same thing,
but with the models selected by DecisionTree. In training mode, user can compare mea-
sured concentrations and results calculated byModel orModelManager or GeneticAlgorithm
changes the DecisionTree with training Data. The description of each system's functionality
follows.
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Figure 4.1: Class Diagram of Implemented System.
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4.1.1 User Mode
The usual activity ﬂow when user mode is on (the user itself inserts input parameters, selects
model and sees the results) goes as follows:
• user sets input parameters,
• user selects the speciﬁc model or decision tree (initialized, saved, their own in valid
XML format) to be used for calculation of results,
• system constructs Model (if one speciﬁc model has been selected) or ModelManager
(if decision tree has been selected),
• system sets given input to the Model(Manager) and initializes the points in output
where the concentrations will be calculated,
• if one speciﬁc Model has been selected, it calculates the results,
• if decision tree has been selected, ModelManager uses the decision tree and input
parameters to select appropriate speciﬁc model(s) and then calculates the results with
them,
• system visualizes the output.
4.1.2 Training Mode
Training mode oﬀers more interaction with system than the mere calculation of concentra-
tions with given input parameters. It is possible to compare the results calculated with
selected model or combined system created according to the decision tree with data from
experiments and analyze the error between them. The usual ﬂow goes as follows:
• user selects experiment's data - input parameters and output concentrations,
• user selects the speciﬁc model or decision tree (initialized, saved, their own in valid
XML format) to be used for calculation of results,
• system constructs Model (if one speciﬁc model has been selected) or ModelManager
(if decision tree has been selected),
• system sets input parameters from experiment to the Model(Manager) and initializes
the points in output according to those where the concentrations were measured in
experiment,
• if one speciﬁc Model has been selected, it calculates the results,
• if decision tree has been selected, ModelManager uses the decision tree and input
parameters to select appropriate speciﬁc model(s) and then calculates the results with
them,
• the calculated and measured output are compared, the normalized mean square error
is calculated,
• system visualizes both outputs or the diﬀerence between them.
Another functionality in training mode is to improve the decision tree with selected
real-world data by genetic algorithm, details described in section 4.6.
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Table 4.1: Most important Model Input member variables representing input parameters.
source's properties weather conditions
source position in 3D Cartesian coordinate system wind speed
emission rate wind direction
stack diameter ambient temperature
exit temperature atmospheric boundary layer height
exit velocity stability class
eﬀective height of source roughness length
length of line source Monin-Obhkukov length
spatial scale pollutant's properties
maximum distance from source decay rate
stepX, stepY, stepZ depositional velocity
receptor height gravitational velocity
4.2 Model, Model Input and Model Output
Class Model is the superclass for all implemented speciﬁc models. Its main method cal-
culateConcentrations() takes input parameters in ModelInput, calculates the concentrations
and puts the values into ModelOutput. List of all implemented speciﬁc models is given in
section 4.4.
Class ModelInput includes all input parameters of model. The most important ones
(used in evaluation) are listed in table 4.1. Also, the class has the structure containing
boolean values whether this input parameters satisfy conditions or not. Apart from getters
and setters for these private member variables, methods for calculating σy and σz using
table 4.3 and 4.2 and eﬀective height stack using equation 4.1 are provided.
effective height = h+ ((1.6 exp(
log(f0)
3
)) ∗ exp(
log(3.5x0)
3 )
ux
f0 = 3.12 ∗ 0.785 ∗ exitV elocity ∗ diameter2∗
exitTemperatureKelvin − ambientTemperatureKelvin
exitTemperatureKelvin
x0 = 34 ∗ exp(0.4log(f0)) if f0 > 55
x0 = 14 ∗ exp(0.625log(f0)) if f0 <= 55
(4.1)
ModelOutput is class representing the concentrations in space and time. Basically,
they are stored in map<Point, double>, where Point is class of the point in 3D Cartesian
coordinate system (where x axis is downwind, y axis is crosswind and z is elevation above
ground) and time variable, and double is the value of pollutant's concentration in given
Point. The class SpaceTimeGrid abstracts the map and provides methods for converting
from downwind-crosswind coordinate system to system where x axis is to the east from
source, y axis to the north and z axis elevation above ground. The Model Output class gives
another level of abstraction to the SpaceTimeGrid with methods for calculating the errors
between two models's outputs and initialization of points where the concentrations will be
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calculated. The initialization can be done in multiple ways:
• if the system is in user mode, input parameters stepX, stepY, stepZ determine how
afar from each other the points for calculation will be,
• if the parameters step* are not set by user, the points are spread evenly in distance
distanceFromSource/10,
• if in training mode, points can be initialized according to where measurements of
experiment were taken,
• if another ModelOutput is already initialized, points can be put according to it.
Helper class ModelsConditions include the enumerations of names of implemented
speciﬁc models and all possible split conditions for decision trees. It oﬀers methods and
overloaded operators for convenient work.
4.3 Model Manager and Decision Tree
ModelManager is used as an abstraction for Model if instead of one, more speciﬁc models
are supposed to be used for calculation of results. That can happen when decision tree
decides which models are appropriate. From user's point of view, it works like when only
one model calculates the results. Input parameters are set, output points initialized, concen-
trations calculated by function calculateConcentrations(). The actual method of calculation
instead of equations or approximations consists of following steps:
• decision tree decides which speciﬁc models are suitable for given input parameters and
returns a vector of them with their contribution ratios set in ModelOutput,
• for each suitable model, the results are calculated as usual, all with same input pa-
rameters and for same points,
• coeﬃcients for linear combination are calculated as ci = contributionRatioi∑n
i=0 contributionRatioi
where n
is number of suitable models,
• linear combination of speciﬁc models's results is calculated and given as the result.
ModelManager has in map<ModelsConditions::ImplementedSpeciﬁcModels,
map<ModelsConditions::UsabilityConditions, double> > all information about validity con-
ditions essential for models and recommended use of models under certain conditions.
DecisionTree is the most important data structure in the system. Its main function
decide takes model's input and returns vector of suitable models found in decision process in
current tree. The function initializeTree initializes manually created initial tree of models
containing all validity conditions. Tree is saved in XML format to the ﬁle tree.xml in
working directory and then loaded at application's start.
The only member variable is the root node. Decision tree's node has member variables:
• pointer to parent,
• pointers to left and right children,
• split condition as enumeration UsabilityConditions member,
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• split threshold as double,
• target model as enumeration ImplementedSpeciﬁcModels member,
• contribution ratio as double,
• can be changed as boolean.
Initial tree has been created manually. In ﬁgure 4.2 are shown all meaningful nodes, the
missing child nodes are null - no appropriate model has been found. The validity conditions
found for each speciﬁc model (also stated in following section) were arranged as inner nodes,
so that they belong to the speciﬁc model at the end of the path. Initial contribution ratios
are 1, split thresholds 1 as all conditions are must . Bit can be changed is set for all leaf
nodes and is false for all inner nodes in the initial tree.
Figure 4.2: Initial, manually created decision tree.
The XML format is easily readable by human, as shown in a following very simple
example of tree in ﬁgure 4.3. This tree does not include all validity conditions for models,
it is only used as an example.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<decisionTree>
<node id="0" splitCondition="instantaneous" splitThreshold="1"
canBeChanged="0">
<node id="1" targetModel="InstantaneousPointSourceModel"
contributionRatio="1" canBeChanged="1"/>
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Figure 4.3: Simple tree corresponding to XML example.
<node id="2" targetModel="ContinuousPointSourceModel"
contributionRatio="1" canBeChanged="1"/>
</node>
</decisionTree>
4.4 Implemented Speciﬁc Models
All speciﬁc models inherits the member variables ModelInput and ModelOutput and has to
override the method calculateConcentrations of the super class Model. The analytical model
simply solve the equations by replacing the coordinate variables with values in given point,
so the calculation is fast even for large number of points. However, numerical solution has to
approximate the solution of advection-diﬀusion-reaction equation for rather dense grid with
size of input parameter distanceFromSource and after that assign the points in ModelOutput
their concentration values. So concentrations are calculated not only for points we need (e.g.
500 m from source), but for all points from source to the furthest point. For that reason,
numerical approximation takes quite long for distances more than 500 m and it is left out
of genetic algorithm's run.
In many analytical solutions, the dispersion parameters are needed instead of diﬀusion
coeﬃcients. The tables 4.2 and 4.3 determine their values by distance from source and
Pasquill stability class. All symbols used in equations in this section are explained in
appendix D.
Table 4.2: Dispersion Parameters for Urban Area by Briggs [Val08, p.565].
Pasquill stability class σy,m σz,m
A-B 0.32x(1 + 0.0004x)−0.5 0.24x(1 + 0.001x)0.5
C 0.22x(1 + 0.0004x)−0.5 0.2x
D 0.16x(1 + 0.0004x)−0.5 0.14x(1 + 0.0003x)−0.5
E-F 0.11x(1 + 0.0004x)−0.5 0.08x(1 + 0.0015x)−0.5
As the implementation of speciﬁc models is not the main aim of this thesis, simple,
understandable, mostly analytical solutions has been chosen. List of implemented speciﬁc
models follows, with their validity conditions.
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4.4.1 Gaussian Model
Gaussian model gives analytical equations 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 for diﬀerent conditions [Val08, ch.21,
p.558] for calculation of time-averaged concentration in point x, y, z. Solution assumes
steady, continuous point source and one-directional constant wind velocity. For stable con-
ditions or very high atmospheric boundary layer
C(x, y, z) = Q
1
ux
∗
[(
g1√
2piσy
)]
∗
(
g2√
2piσz
)
(4.2)
For unstable or neutral conditions where σz > 1.6L
C(x, y, z) = Q
1
ux
q1√
2piσy
1
L
(4.3)
For unstable or neutral conditions, where σz < 1.6L
C(x, y, z) = Q
1
ux
g1√
2piσy
g3√
2piσz
(4.4)
For all equations above, g1, g2, g3 are calculated as follows.
g1 = exp
(−0.5y2
σ2y
)
g2 = exp
−0.5(h− z)2
σ2z
+ exp
−0.5(h+ z)2
σ2z
g3 =
∞∑
N=−∞
(
exp
(−0.5(h− z + 2NL)2
σ2z
)
+ exp
(−0.5(h+ z + 2NL)2
σ2z
)) (4.5)
According to [Val08], in calculation of g3, sum from -4 to 4 is suﬃcient approximation,
in the implementation -10 to 10 has been used.
4.4.2 Model for Continuous Point Source
Model for continuous point source gives analytical equation 4.6 [Kin09, ch.5, p.124] for
calculation of time-averaged concentration in point x, y, z with source in position x0, y0, z0.
Table 4.3: Dispersion Parameters for Rural Area by Briggs [Val08, p.565].
Pasquill stability class σy,m σz,m
A 0.22x(1 + 0.0001x)−0.5 0.20x
B 0.16x(1 + 0.0001x)−0.5 0.12x
C 0.11x(1 + 0.0001x)−0.5 0.08x(1 + 0.0002x)−0.5
D 0.08x(1 + 0.0001x)−0.5 0.06x(1 + 0.0015x)−0.5
E 0.06x(1 + 0.0001x)−0.5 0.03x(1 + 0.0003x)−1
F 0.04x(1 + 0.0001x)−0.5 0.016x(1 + 0.0003x)−1
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Diﬀusion coeﬃcients are assessed by equations 4.7 and 4.8, σy and σz as usual. Solution
assumes steady, continuous point source and one-directional constant wind velocity.
C(x, y, z) =
Q
4 ∗ pi ∗ (x− x0) ∗
√
Ey ∗ Ez
(
exp
( −(y − y0)2 ∗ ux
4 ∗ (x− x0) ∗ Ey −
(z − z0)2 ∗ ux
4 ∗ (x− x0) ∗ Ez
))
(4.6)
Ey =
σ2y ∗ ux
2x
(4.7)
Ez =
σ2z ∗ ux
2x
(4.8)
4.4.3 Model for Instantaneous Point Source
Model for instantaneous point source gives analytical equation 4.9 [SJ05, ap.2, p.146] for
calculation of concentration in point x, y, z in time t after release with source in position
x0, y0, z0. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients are assessed by equations 4.7 and 4.8. Solution assumes
steady, point source with instantaneous emission of massM at time t = 0 and one-directional
constant wind velocity.
C(x, y, z, t) =
M
4pit
√
4piExEyEzt
exp
(−(x− x0 − ux)2
4Ext
− (y − y0)
2
4Eyt
− (z − z0)
2
4Ezt
− decayRate ∗ t
) (4.9)
4.4.4 Model for Instantaneous Line Source
Model for instantaneous line source gives analytical equation 4.10 [SJ05, ap.2, p.147] for
calculation of concentration in point x, y, z with source along the line (0, 0) for z = ±z2.
Diﬀusion coeﬃcients are assessed by equations 4.7 and 4.8. Solution assumes steady, line
source with instantaneous emission of mass M per unit length at time t = 0 and one-
directional constant wind velocity.
C(x, y, z, t) =
Q
8pit
√
ExEy
∗(
erf
z + z2√
4 ∗ Ez ∗ t − erf
z − z2√
4 ∗ Ez ∗ t
)
∗
exp
(−(x− ux ∗ t) ∗ (x− ux ∗ t)
4 ∗ Ex ∗ t −
y ∗ y
4 ∗ Ey ∗ t − decayRate ∗ t
) (4.10)
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4.4.5 Approximation by Method of Lines
Approximation by method of lines implemented by class ADEsimpleMOFL converts real y
and z values by ∆y and ∆z into discrete j and k coordinates, so the equation looks like
dC(x, j, k) = Ky(x)
C(x, j + 1, k)− 2C(x, j − 1, k) + C(x, j − 1, k)
∆y2
+
Kz(z)
C(x, j, k + 1)− 2C(x, j, k) + C(x, j, k − 1)
∆z2
+K
C(x, j, k + 1)− C(x, j, k − 1)
2∆z
Ky(x) = Ey(x)/ux
Kz(x) = Ez(z)/ux
K =
dEz
dz
/ux
(4.11)
.
Diﬀusion coeﬃcients are calculated and also ux is approximated by equation by [Ulk00].
Ey(x) =
σ2yux
2x
if
abl
MoninObhkukovLength
> 0
Ez(z) = vonKarmanConstant ∗ frictionV elocity ∗ z ∗
1− zabl
1 + 9.2ablMoninObhkukovLength
else
Ez(z) = vonKarmanConstant ∗ frictionV elocity ∗ z ∗ (1− z
abl
)
∗
√
1− 13z
MoninObhkukovLength
(4.12)
The initial conditions are
C(0, 0, h) =
Q
uz ∗ δz ∗ δy
C(0, y, z) = 0 for y 6= 0, z 6= h
(4.13)
The boundary conditions for borders of 2D mesh (YZ plane) are set to 0 and
C(x, y, 0) = C(x, y, 2)
C(x, y, h) = C(x, y, h− 2) (4.14)
The equation and implementation of numerical method has been inspired by code from
supervisor of this thesis. During the method, x coordinates are spaced according to inte-
gration step, ∆y and ∆z set so that the method is stable. Iteratively, for each x, 2D mesh
is initialized with y and z axis by ∆y and ∆z. The Runge-Kutta of fourth order calculates
the results and x is increased by adaptive integration step. Concentrations from 2D mesh
are put into initialized points in SpaceTimeGrid (corresponding value if SpaceTimeGrid's
point's coordinates match exactly or liner interpolation between two closest points from 2D
mesh to the point in SpaceTimeGrid). The calculation takes signiﬁcantly longer than by
analytical solution, so numerical approximation is left out from decision tree as training
process would take very long.
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4.5 Training and Evaluation Data Sets
There is quite a few available data from real-world experiments. Copenhagen experiment
is probably the most important one, almost every paper proposing an air pollution model
evaluates the results on its data. Furthermore, there are experiments done in Cabauw,
Hanford, Nebraska and other locations [Irw12b]. The experiments's input parameters are of
low variability - there is always continuous point source emitting non-reactant contaminant
and steady state of concentration is measured.
Data sets are represented by abstract class Data, superclass for all classes with speciﬁc
experiment's data. It provides structures for describing the position of receptor and concen-
tration's measurement data. Structure Position includes the name of the positions, i.e. its
alphanumerical identiﬁcation, its distance to the east and north from the source. Structure
Measurement includes x and y coordinates (distance to east and north from source), then
up to three concentrations's measurements and the (usually average) concentration value
which is used in evaluation. All positions are stored in map<string, Position> where string
is the name of the position. This map is convenient for adding measurement data to the
map<string, Measurement> (where string is name of the position where this measurements
was taken).
Data sets have three important methods:
• map<string, Measurement> getData(string date) returns measurement's data from
the experiment's run on given date,
• ModelInput* getInput(string date) return Model Input with input parameters of the
experiment's run on given date,
• vector<string>* getAllDates() return all dates of experiment's runs with usable data
(no missing input parameters or measurements) so it is easy to iterate through all
runs of experiment.
Data from two experiments done in Copenhagen and Cabauw are put in implementation.
4.5.1 Copenhagen Experiment
Copenhagen experiment [GLRD98] was conducted in Copenhagen urban area during Septem-
ber 1978 - July 1979. The sulphurhexaﬂouride (SF6) was released from 115 meters high
tower and concentrations after 20, 40 and 60 minutes after release were measured in (usually)
40 receptors's positions up to six kilometers distant from source. Atmospheric conditions
were neutral or unstable, meteorological measurements include temperature, wind speed
and wind direction in diﬀerent heights measured every 10 minutes. In the implementation
following values were set as input parameters - temperature in 120 m after one hour after
release as ambient temperature, average wind speed in 120 m as wind speed in x axis di-
rection and direction of center plume was set as wind direction angle (measured from north
counter clockwise). Although data from all runs are put into implemented system, runs on
14.09.1978, 20.09.1978 and 03.11.1978 were omitted in evaluation and testing due to incom-
pletion of their input parameters or concentration measurements, resulting in seven usable
experiment runs.
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4.5.2 Cabauw Experiment
Cabauw experiment [NAD83] was conducted in Cabauw rural area during April 1977 - Octo-
ber 1978. The sulphurhexaﬂouride (SF6) was released from 200m high mast from the height
of 80 or 200 meters. Concentrations after 30 and 60 minutes after release were measured
in 24 receptors's positions up to four kilometers from source. Atmospheric conditions were
mostly stable or neutral and extensive meteorological measurements were taken, including
wind speed and direction, temperature, turbulence, radiosonde soundings, acoustic radar
and radiation measurements and synoptical observations. In the implementation following
values were set as input parameters - wind direction at releasing height at the beginning
of experiment, temperature, wind speed at 10 or 40 m height and atmospheric boundary
layer height from data ﬁles provided by [Irw12a], stability class was assessed by table 2.1 by
cloudiness and wind speed near surface. The runs from 27.10.1977 and 02.08.1977 were omit-
ted in evaluation and testing due to incompletion of their input parameters or concentration
measurements, resulting in thirteen usable experiment runs.
4.6 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm optimizes the decision tree so that the calculated results come closer to the
real-world measurements. In implementation, class GeneticAlgorithm deals with this task.
Its main function run takes current decision tree, experiment runs used as training data and
returns improved decision tree. Training data are in form of map<string, vector<string>*>
where string is name of experiment's class (e.g. CopenhagenData) and vector<string>* is
vector with experiment's runs's dates that are to be used in evaluation. Part of the code of
the method follows (allocation and deallocation of variables is left out).
DecisionTree* GeneticAlgorithm::run(DecisionTree *currentTree, map<string,
vector<string>*> trainingData)
{
long generationCount=0;
best = encodeIndividual(currentTree);
while ((generationCount<maximumGenerations))
{
createPopulation(best);
evaluatePopulation(trainingData);
chooseBest();
generationCount++;
}
DecisionTree* foundTree = decodeIndividual(best);
return foundTree;
}
4.6.1 Encoding the Decision Tree and Decoding Its Chromosome
Chromosome corresponding to the decision tree is the vector of double values. For each node
in preorder, values are stored in given order as shown in table 4.4. ID number is position
of the node in preorder of the tree, root has ID 0. Split condition value is number assigned
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to split condition in enumeration UsabilityConditions. For leaf nodes, split condition null-
Condition with number 0 and split threshold -1 are there. Target model value is number
assigned to speciﬁc model in enumeration ImplementedSpeciﬁcModels. For inner nodes, tar-
get model nullModel with number 0 and contribution ratio -1 are there. Bit can be changed
has two values - 0 if node can not be changed, 1 if the inner node's split threshold can be
changed and the leaf node's contribution ratio can be changed.
Decoding takes the chromosome and iteratively in preorder recreates the tree, as all the
information about nodes are present in vector of double values.
Table 4.4: Part of chromosome in genetic algorithm representing decision tree node.
id | split condition | split threshold | target model | contribution ratio | can be changed
4.6.2 Creating the Population
Population is represented as array of chromosomes with ﬁxed length during all run of algo-
rithm. New generation of population is created from the best chromosome by its mutation.
The best individual is the individual with smallest cost value. If there is more than one
such individual, then the one that is not the parent of current generation is selected as the
parent of next one.
Algorithm oﬀers three types of mutation that can be done on chromosome:
• adding new inner node - right before leaf node, so that the validity conditions are not
threatened,
• changing split threshold on node that can be changed,
• changing contribution ratio on node that can be changed.
The third type has the highest default probability, as most of the training data available are
suitable for Gaussian and Continuous Point Source Model, so their linear combination is the
result of the system. Changed contribution ratios for these two models directly inﬂuence
the coeﬃcients of that linear combination.
4.6.3 Evaluating the Population
In population's evaluation every individual is evaluated and its cost value is stored in vec-
tor of double values. Individual's evaluation process iterates though all training data with
following steps and average of normalized mean square errors is the cost value of the indi-
vidual.
• method decodes the individual, i.e. creates the corresponding decision tree,
• ModelInput with the input parameters from training data is initialized,
• ModelOutput is initialized, with points identical with where measurements were taken,
• ModelManager calculates the ModelOutput with ModelInput parameters and decoded
decision tree,
• calculated and measured concentrations are compared, normalized mean square error
calculated.
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Normalized mean square error (NMSE) is deﬁned as
NMSE =
mean((Co − Cp)2)
mean(Co) ·mean(Cp)
where Co are observed results, in our case the calculated concentrations, and Cp are predicted
results, in our case the measured concentrations. The closer the error to 0, the better.
Formally, NMSE represents the quadratic error of calculated concentrations in relation to
the measured ones [WVMB05, p.2175].
4.6.4 Parameters of Genetic Algorithm
All parameters of genetic algorithm can be changed by user in training mode. They include:
• population size, values 1-100, small populations are recommended (5-15 individuals),
• maximum generations, values 1-1 000 000, values from 1 000 - 10 000 are recommended,
• mutation probabilities for three types of mutation, with the training data oﬀered in
implementation, only changing the contribution ratio is meaningful as explained in
chapter 5.
The new changed decision tree returned by genetic algorithm replaces the old one and is
saved in the ﬁle tree.xml in current directory.
4.7 Graphical User Interface
Graphical user interface has been implemented in Qt. It consists of two parts - area of
results's visualization and settings panel. The rendering of visualizations is done by class
QPainter. Settings panel's contents depend on whether user or training mode is set in menu.
In user mode, it includes forms for setting input parameters, selecting used speciﬁc models
or the decision tree and visualization options. In training mode, list of experiments's data,
their input parameters and forms for setting parameters of genetic algorithm are present.
Visualization area is represented by class VisualizationWidget that overrides the method
paintEvent(QPaintEvent *event). This method paints over whole area the concentrations's
values in calculated ModelOutput. The color ranges from green (0 or very small concentra-
tion) to red (highest concentration) and is set by logarithmic scale of concentration value.
Beside visual representation of results, text output can be generated with exact values for
all points. The user manual for interface is on CD attached to the thesis.
4.8 Modularity of the System
The system has been implemented as modular, with possibility to add new models of air
pollution and real-world data. The detailed description of what needs to be done follows.
4.8.1 Adding a Speciﬁc Model to the System
When adding new speciﬁc model to the system, take these steps.
• implement the class as subclass of Model, override method calculateConcentrations()
and store calculated values in ModelOutput in described way,
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• add it to the enumeration ImplementedSpeciﬁcModels of the class ModelsConditions,
include it in methods that convert the enumeration member to string and vice versa,
• specify how important is for the new model that conditions in UsabilityConditions
are satisﬁed (1 - it is a validity conditions, 0.75 - recommended use of this model
if this condition is true, 0.5 - does not matter, 0 - can not be satisﬁed) in method
initializeModelsConditionsValues() of the class ModelManager,
• add case to method getModelByName(string name) of the class DecisionTree,
• add the model to the initial tree to the proper place in method initializeDecisionTree()
of the class DecisionTree.
After adding new speciﬁc model to the system, it is recommended to rerun the genetic
algorithm to ﬁnd new decision tree that has learned from real-world data.
If also new split conditions are needed, do the following:
• add them to the enumeration UsabilityConditions of the class ModelsConditions, in-
clude them in methods that convert the enumeration member to string and vice versa,
• specify how important is for all implemented models that new conditions are satisﬁed
(1 - it is a validity conditions, 0.75 - recommended use of this model if this condition
is true, 0.5 - does not matter, 0 - can not be satisﬁed) in method initializeModelsCon-
ditionsValues() of the class ModelManager.
4.8.2 Adding an Experiment's Dataset to the System
When adding new dataset, this needs to be done.
• implement the class as subclass of Data, where every receptor's position is stored in the
structure Position (its name and east-north coordinates needed), every measurement
stored in the structure Measurement (coordinates of the receptor's position, average
concentration in variable m),
• data are in format ofmap<string, Measurement> where string is the name of receptor's
position,
• input is in format of class ModelInput described in section 4.2 ,
• vector allDates include all dates, or other names of diﬀerent runs of the experiment,
so that calling the method getData(string date) with any date from the vector will
return data from it.
After adding new data to the system, genetic algorithm can use them to improve the decision
tree, so rerun is recommended.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
The research question of this thesis are How can we select and combine several speciﬁc
models according to input parameters? and How can the system learn with real-world data?.
The hypothesis stated in section 2.5 says that the measured concentrations of pollutants
will be similar to the concentrations calculated with our system, given the same input data
or, at least, that the results of combined model will be closer to measured data than the
results of the speciﬁc models themselves. The aim of the evaluation process is to prove this
hypothesis.
5.1 Results with Speciﬁc Models
There are ﬁve speciﬁc models implemented in the system. The Gaussian model, Continuous
point source model and approximation by method of lines can be used for calculation of
the results with input parameters from Copenhagen and Cabauw experiment. The table
5.1 gives an average NMSE with these data. Also, error with initial decision tree is given
for comparison. The NMSE is quite high, especially with Cabauw experiment's data. This
causes the quite low performance of genetic algorithms in next section, as the results of the
model combined by decision tree directly depend on the results of used speciﬁc models. In
order to compare the results achieved by the system to the results of other (not implemented)
models, genetic algorithm runs also on training data only from Copenhagen.
Table 5.1: NMSE between speciﬁc models and experiments's data.
model/data Copenhagen Cabauw average
Gaussian model 0.282 2.367 1.325
ContinuousPointSourceModel 0.636 5.385 3.0105
combined model 0.359 2.857 1.608
by initial decision tree
Numerical approximation by method of lines is time-demanding and experiment's mea-
surements were taken in distance from source up to six kilometers. Therefore, this model
is left out from genetic algorithm's evaluation and it is not recommended to calculate con-
centration in large distances. Instantaneous point and line source models have obviously
instantaneous source validity condition. Therefore, they have not been evaluated on real-
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world data. However, the screenshots from graphical user interface with an example input
parameters suggests that the calculation gives quite correct results (see ﬁgures 5.1, 5.2).
Figure 5.1: Results of instantaneous point source model
Figure 5.2: Results of instantaneous line source model
5.2 Results with Decision Tree Changed by Genetic Algo-
rithm
The evaluation of eﬀects that genetic algorithm has on the system's results is crucially
signiﬁcant for determining whether the whole genetic algorithm changing the decision tree
process is meaningful. The process tries to ﬁnd which values for genetic algorithm's param-
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eters produce decision trees that have better NMSE between calculated and measured data
than speciﬁc models themselves.
The procedure (one run of evaluation process) ﬁrst randomly choose which runs from
real-world datasets will be used as training data and which as evaluation data. Genetic
algorithm then changes the decision tree so that it ﬁts to the training data. After that,
ModelManager calculates results with newly found decision tree, compares them to the
evaluation data and computes the normalized mean square error. This value is referred as
error of the run, error of the decision tree or NMSE in tables. The run is repeated with
each conﬁguration (population size, maximum generations) 10 times. Following parameters
of genetic algorithm has been put into evaluation:
• the population sizes 5, 10, 15 and 20 individuals,
• maximum generations 10, 100, 1000, 5000, 10000 and 20000,
• mutation probabilities - as both datasets's input parameters satisfy the same condi-
tions (point source, continuously emitting, almost constant wind speed and direction),
the decision tree always selects Gaussian model and Continuous Point Source Model
as appropriate to use. Therefore the only mutation operation is changing the contri-
bution ratio and it has the probability set to 1.
• cost function - NMSE.
The evaluation process has been conducted twice. First, both dataset from Copenhagen
and Cabauw experiment has been used as training and evaluation data. Secondly, only
Copenhagen data has been used, so that the comparison with another (not implemented)
speciﬁc models can be done.
5.2.1 Copenhagen and Cabauw datasets used
In the ﬁrst part of evaluation process datasets from both experiments were used. Training
data for genetic algorithm includes (for each execution of genetic algorithm) random four
runs from Copenhagen dataset and random eight runs from Cabauw dataset. Evaluation
data consists of the remaining tree Copenhagen runs and ﬁve Cabauw runs. The results
are a bit worse due to the fact that Cabauw data does not ﬁt very well either Gaussian
model, nor Continuous Point Source Model. However, the vast majority of algorithm's run
results in decision tree whose combined model produces better results than speciﬁc models
themselves.
As shown in graph 5.4, the errors in evaluation process do not follow the usual behaviour
for maximum generations parameter. With genetic algorithms, the cost value is expected to
decrease until the ideal value for given parameter in x axis is reached, after that it goes up.
The graph shows that every population size the error ﬂuctuates. The closest to the expected
behaviour is population size 10. The error ﬁrst goes down, it shows optimal error with 10000
generations and then goes up again (with the expectation of error with 5000 generations).
That suggests that the maximum generations parameter's value does not determine overall
results. The graph 5.3 shows one run of genetic algorithm in conﬁguration (15, 5000). The
error decreases mostly in a ﬁrst few generations which explains why the number of maximum
generations is not the determining factor of the result.
The parameter population size seems to have more inﬂuence, as shown in the graph
5.5. For maximum generations 10, 1000, 5000, 10000 the ideal population size is 10 or 15
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Figure 5.3: The decrease of NMSE in one run of genetic algorithm with conﬁguration (15,
5000).
individuals, for 100 maximum generations it is 20 individuals and for 20000 generations, 5
individuals are enough. Population size 10 and 15 individuals provide stable results with
small standard deviation (only 0.049 for 15 and 0.052 for 10 individuals in population)
over all maximum generations. Five and 20 individuals in population resulted in smallest
observed average error (e.g. in (5, 20000) or (20, 100) conﬁgurations), or in highest observed
average error (conﬁgurations (5, 1000) and (20, 10)). Additionally, conﬁguration (5,30000)
was run, but its average error 1.4 is far from relatively small average error of (5,20000). So,
adding more generations does not improve results, even for small populations.
Figure 5.4: Average NMSE for all population sizes.
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Figure 5.5: Average NMSE for all maximum generations.
Same graph, but for minimal NMSE calculated in 10 runs of evaluation procedure,
conﬁrms the importance of parameter population size and also the stability of values 10
and 15 for it (see graph 5.6). The standard deviation for minimal error with population
size 15 is even smaller, just 0.02. Population size 5 again produces highly variable results.
The smallest error of the ﬁrst part of evaluation 0.739717 comes from conﬁguration (5,
5000), but the highest minimal error comes from conﬁguration (5, 1000). The contribution
ratio for Gaussian model in the best tree is 1780.24, for Continuous Point Source Model
5.32052e-05. Maximal NMSE (see ﬁgure 5.7) again shows that the most straight line belongs
to population size 15. The worst error found 1.92597 comes from conﬁguration (10, 20000).
So, the conﬁgurations (10/15, 1000-10000) has the highest probability of producing good
enough results. With population size 15, the performance would vary only to minimal extent.
However, the population size 5 has potential, especially with high maximum generations,
but its results can diﬀer very much from each other.
Tables with exact average, minimal and maximal NMSE are given in Appendix E.
Running Times
Running times of genetic algorithm directly correspond to the population size and maximum
generations. Twice the size of population, twice the time - 190s for 5 individuals and 5000
generations, 380s for 10 individuals and 5000 generations. Twice the maximum generations,
twice the time - 380s for 10 individuals and 5000 generations, 760s for 10 individuals and
5000 generations. The graph 5.8 proves that the relation between running time and these
parameters is polynomial, not exponential. The slope of curve is converging when y axis is
in logarithmic scale. If the relation is exponential, the curve would change to non-converging
line. Another factor inﬂuencing the execution time is size of training data, in the second
part of evaluation process with training data only from Copenhagen, the times were two
times smaller. The average running times in seconds for all conﬁgurations are in table E.4
in appendix E.
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Figure 5.6: Minimal NMSE for all maximum generations.
Figure 5.7: Maximal NMSE for all population sizes.
5.2.2 Copenhagen dataset used
Most papers focusing on air pollution modelling and simulation evaluate their systems only
on Copenhagen data. Therefore, in the second part of evaluation process, only dataset from
that experiment was used so that the system produce results comparable with other models.
Training data are randomly chosen four run of Copenhagen experiment, evaluation data the
other three runs. The behaviour is somewhat similar to the one described in previous
section. Population sizes 10 and 15 give stable performance, smaller or bigger populations
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Figure 5.8: Running times for all size populations.
Table 5.2: Average NMSE with only Copenhagen dataset.
p/g 5 10 15 20
10 0.2958061 0.3013713 0.3093839 0.2848847
100 0.2639404 0.3125833 0.2814126 0.3119984
1000 0.2684008 0.2650861 0.3098842 0.2961745
5000 0.3160588 0.2591157 0.3147969 0.2376323
10000 0.2824322 0.2715296 0.3469239 0.313319
20000 0.2983143 0.2856961 0.3217635 0.2587044
give sometimes very good but sometimes quite bad results. However, population size 10 have
smaller standard deviation of average and minimal results than 15 individuals. Computed
average and minimal error are given in tables 5.2 and 5.3. Maximal error was around 0.4.
In tables, p stands for population size and g for maximum generations.
Minimal error in this part of experiment is 0.12 found with three conﬁgurations - (5,
20000), (10, 10000) and (20, 5000), average ranged from 0.25 to 0.35. In the best tree of
conﬁguration (10,10000) the contribution ratio for Gaussian model is 2.82738, for Contin-
uous point source model it is 0.04959. The table 5.4 gives an overview of other speciﬁc
models. The system does not have the best results, but despite very simple speciﬁc models
with quite high error (Gaussian model and Continuous Point Source Model), its results are
comparable. The models of [Ulk00, WVMB05, MVT+05, MVBT06, CSR09] have highly
speciﬁc application area, while this system can be used even with diﬀerent input parameters.
5.3 Discussion
Based on collected results, the concentrations calculated by combined model built by deci-
sion tree changed by genetic algorithm gives, in general and mostly, are closer to real-world
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Table 5.3: Minimal NMSE with only Copenhagen dataset.
p/g 5 10 15 20
10 0.210837 0.169711 0.180063 0.122315
100 0.16105 0.201617 0.161057 0.241657
1000 0.161076 0.161077 0.169873 0.222135
5000 0.231238 0.169873 0.222134 0.122312
10000 0.129188 0.122312 0.264106 0.276944
20000 0.122312 0.180036 0.161077 0.180036
Table 5.4: Comparison with other models.
model NMSE with Copenhagen data
this system 0.12
used Gaussian model 0.3
used Continuous Point Source Model 0.636
[Ulk00] model GHIS 0.072
[Ulk00] model MM 0.072
[Ulk00] model MH 0.2
[WVMB05] 1 0.06
[MVT+05] 0.07
[MVBT06] 0.09
[EE07] 0.08
[CSR09] double GITT model 0.04
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measurements than concentrations calculated by speciﬁc models themselves. The hypothesis
proposed in the analysis of this thesis has been proven to be true.
The evaluation has been aﬀected by the lack of real-world data. Instantaneous models
have not been properly validated as no experiments with instantaneous sources were found.
With a lot of data with variable input parameters mutation operations changing inner nodes
would be meaningful and probably eﬀective. In this case, there is no point in adding new
nodes into decision tree, when all training data satisfy same conditions.
The comparison between this system and other speciﬁc models shows that genetic al-
gorithm is capable of producing the decision tree that gives rather good results despite the
fact that only simple speciﬁc models are used. If other speciﬁc models, more complicated
to implement but with better results, were part of decision tree, we can assume that the
performance of the system would also improve.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This master's thesis focuses on adaptive model for simulation of atmospheric pollution. The
proposed solution is able to select appropriate speciﬁc models according to input parame-
ters and combine them. Moreover, it is able to learn from real-world data and makes the
selection and combination process more accurate. For these tasks, it uses methods of arti-
ﬁcial intelligence - decision tree and genetic algorithm. The design of the system makes it
rather easy to add new models or datasets to it. The system has been extensively evaluated
on experiments from Copenhagen and Cabauw and the results prove that the combination
of models gives better results than models themselves. Even with very simple analytical
models, the results of the system are comparable with other (not implemented) models.
Assumably, with more speciﬁc models implemented, the error decreases and the application
area widens. With more experiments's datasets, the decision tree can learn and ﬁnd better
contribution ratios for more general model input parameters.
The future work on this project involve, of course, adding new speciﬁc models and
datasets. Furthermore, chemical transformation of pollutants and terrain properties might
be included in the calculation process. Also, combination of models based on dividing the
area to few subareas where the results for each part are calculated with diﬀerent, most
suitable model as presented in design of the system has not been implemented. All these
advanced features would result in even more general applicability and better performance
of the system.
To conclude, the framework for selection and combination models of air pollution with
ability to learn has been designed and implemented with promising results. The system
shows very useful properties - the adaptiveness to the input parameters, the potential to
improve with training and modularity.
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Appendix A
Appendix Contents
• Contents of CD attached to the Thesis
• Extended Abstract written in Slovak language
• Used shortcuts
• Evaluation Details
• User Manual
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Appendix B
Contents of CD
• /src - directory contains source code,
• /thesis - directory contains PDF version of this thesis,
• /guides/install - directory contains instalation guide,
• /guides/manual - directory contains user manual for graphical interface,
• /doc - directory contains technical documentation,
• /testing - directory contains evaluation details.
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Appendix C
Extended Abstract in Slovak
Zne£istené ovzdu²ie ²kodí ºivotnému prostrediu aj ©udstvu. Na to, aby sme mohli rie²i´
existujúce a vyvarova´ sa budúcich problémov, potrebujeme dobre rozumie´ procesom,
ktoré prebiehajú pri zne£is´ovaní ovzdu²ia. Po£íta£ové modely vyuºívajú rôzne matem-
atické a ²tatistické princípy, aby na²li vz´ah medzi vstupnými parametrami a nameranými
koncentráciami kontaminantu po danom £ase v danej vzdialenosti od zdroja [Bui01]. Medzi
vstupné parametre patria vlastnosti zdroja zne£istenia (jeho pozícia, tvar, intenzita vyp-
pú²´ania emisií, výstupná rýchlos´ a teplota látky), po£asie (predov²etkým rýchlos´ a smer
vetra, turbulencia vzduchu a okolitá teplota) a vlastnosti kontaminantu (jeho skupenstvo
a chemická reaktivita) [Val08].
Sú£asné modely pouºívajú advek£no-difúzno-reak£nú rovnicu na výpo£et o£akávaných
koncentrácií. K výsledkom sa dá dosta´ pomocou numerickej aproximácie, napríklad metó-
dou kone£ných priamok alebo kone£ných objemov. al²ím spôsobom je pouºi´ niektoré
zo známych analytických rie²ení, ktoré sú v²ak pouºite©né len za istých ²peciﬁckých pod-
mienok, ktoré zabezpe£ujú validitu rie²enia. Prirodzene, tieto modely sú pomerne presné
pri podmienkach, pre ktoré boli vyvinuté.
Model, ktorý by bol schopný prispôsobi´ sa vstupným parametrom, vybra´ vhodné ²peci-
ﬁcké modely, skombinova´ ich do jedného systému a vypo£íta´ výsledky, by mohol poskyt-
nú´ vä£²iu perspektívu a ²ir²ie moºnosti uplatnenia. Výber a skombinovanie modelov sú
dve netriviálne úlohy a ºelanú adaptivitu systému by mohli zabezpe£i´ metódy umelej in-
teligencie. Navrhnuté rie²enie vyuºíva dve - genetický algoritmus a rozhodovací strom.
Rozhodovací strom obsahuje informácie, pod©a ktorých model vyberá a kombinuje ²peci-
ﬁcké modely pod©a vstupných parametrov. Genetický algoritmus upravuje rozhodovací
strom zmenou informácií, ktoré obsahuje a pridávaním nových tak, aby strom zoh©adnil
vlastnosti trénovacích dát. Toto rie²enie je zrejme prvým pokusom vybera´ a kombino-
va´ modely pod©a vstupu, av²ak nieko©ko systémov, ktoré spájajú dva modely dokopy boli
vyvinuté [HPM08, ch.14].
Navrhnutý model pracuje z poh©adu pouºívate©a ako akýko©vek iný model. Uºívate©
zadá vstupné parametre, systém vypo£íta koncentrácie. Av²ak, výpo£et za£ína vybudovaním
kombinovaného modelu pomocou rozhodovacieho stromu. Koncentrácie potom vypo£íta
kombinovaný model. Pri trénovaní systému sa po zadaní vstupných premenných a namer-
aných koncentrácií systém vypo£íta výsledky pod©a vstupu. Genetický algoritmus porovnáva
namerané a vypo£ítané hodnoty a pod©a toho upravuje rozhodovací strom.
Rozhodovací strom obsahuje v²etky informácie týkajúce sa procesu výberu a kombiná-
cie ²peciﬁckých modelov. Koncové uzly obsahujú implementované ²peciﬁcké modely a ku
kaºdému jeho parameter presnosti, ktorý zodpovedá tomu, ako presne daný model po£íta
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koncentrácie v porovnaní s reálnymi dátami. Vnútorné uzly reprezentujú podmienky ako
zdroj v tvare bodu alebo kon²tantná rýchlos´ vetra, ktoré sú bu¤ podmienkami nutnými pre
validitu modelov alebo ur£ujú odporú£ané pouºitie modelov za ur£itých podmienok, naprík-
lad Langragov model je vhodný pre modelovanie dlhodobého £asového rámca [Bui01, p.8].
Daný model sa vyberie vtedy, ak sú splnené v²etky podmienky na ceste od kore¬a stromu
aº k jeho koncovému uzlu. Pre kaºdý model je tieº uloºené v dátovej ²truktúre, ktoré pod-
mienky sp¨¬a a do akej miery (1.0 - podmienka musí by´ splnená kvôli validite modelu,
0.75 - za tejto podmienky sa pouºitie modelu odporú£a, 0 - splnenie tejto podmienky by
spôsobilo nevaliditu modelu).
Výber a kombinácia modelov cez rozhodovací strom prebieha podobne ako klasiﬁká-
cia rozhodovacím stromom. Postupne, od kore¬a stromu, sa zis´uje, £i vstupné parametre
sp¨¬ajú podmienky daného vnútorného uzlu. Ak je podmienka splnená, pokra£uje sa do©ava,
ak nie, proces ide na pravý podstrom. Ak vnútorný uzol obsahuje podmienku both, proces
pokra£uje oboma podstromami a vracia sa zjednotenie nájdených koncových uzlov. V prí-
pade viacerých ²peciﬁckých modelov, ktoré rozhodovací strom ur£í za vhodné, sa celkový
výsledok po£íta ako lineárna kombinácia výsledkov jednotlivých modelov. Koeﬁcienty sa
po£ítajú na základe parametrov presnosti jednotlivých modelov.
Genetický algoritmus umoº¬uje adaptivitu systému tým, ºe optimalizuje rozhodovací
strom. Vo v²eobecnosti, genetický algoritmus iteratívne vyhodnocuje populáciu a vytvára
novú pomocou operácii mutácie a kríºenia na základe najlep²ích jedincov z predchádzajúcej.
Rozhodovací strom, ako jedinec populácie, má podobu chromozómu, ktorá zjednodu²uje
operácie mutácie. Chromozóm stromu obsahuje identiﬁka£né £íslo uzlu a bitovú zna£ku
ozna£ujúcu £i môºe by´ uzol menený, vnútorné uzly podmienku, koncové cie©ový model
a parameter presnosti pre kaºdý uzol stromu v poradí preorder (rodi£, ©avý potomok, pravý
potomok). Populácie sú malé, nová populácia sa vytvára mutáciami najlep²ieho jedinca.
Pouºívajú sa len operácie mutácie, konkrétne zmena parametru presnosti a pridanie nového
uzlu. Pri vyhodnotení jedinca sa chromozóm naspä´ dekóduje na rozhodovací strom, ktorý
vyberie modely, vytvorí sa kombinovaný model, vypo£ítajú sa výsledky a porovnajú sa
s nameranými hodnotami pri rovnakých vstupných parametroch. Vypo£íta sa normalizo-
vaná priemerná kvadratická chyba, ktorá je hodnotou ceny stromu.
Systém bol implementovaný v jazyku C++ a ohodnotený na dátach z experimentov
Copenhagen [GLRD98] a Cabauw [NAD83]. Pri vyhodnotení systému sa potvrdilo, ºe kom-
binovaný model je schopný dosiahnu´ lep²ie výsledky (t.j. s men²ou chybou) ako samotné
modely. Dokonca aj napriek pouºitiu ve©mi jednoduchých ²peciﬁckých modelov s vysokými
chybami systém na²iel kombinácie, ktoré mali chybu porovnate©nú s inými (neimplemento-
vanými) ²peciﬁckými modelmi.
Na záver, v tejto práci bol navrhnutý, implementovaný a vyhodnotený systém na výber
a kombináciu ²peciﬁckých modelov zne£istenia ovzdu²ia so schopnos´ou u£i´ sa, ktorý má
s©ubné výsledky. Systém vykazuje uºito£né vlastnosti, predov²etkých prispôsobivos´ vstup-
ným podmienkam, potenciál zlep²ova´ sa trénovaním a modularitu.
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Appendix D
Used shortcuts
In equations following symbols are used:
C concentration, g.m−3
Q emission rate, g.s−1
u wind speed, m.s−1
ux wind speed in constant x-direction, m.s−1
Ex, Ey, Ez diﬀusion coeﬁcients, m2.s−1
σy standard deviation of horizontal distribution, m
σz standard deviation of vertical distribution, m
L mixing height, m
h physical source height, m
H eﬀective height of emission/plume rise height, m
x downwind distance, m
y crosswind distance, m
z receptor height from ground, m
k decay rate.
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Appendix E
Evaluation Details
Tables E.1, E.2, E.3 show the error for all conﬁgurations (population size, maximum gener-
ations). The table E.4 shows execution times for all conﬁgurations on an average machine
- Intel Core2 Duo CPU T6400 @ 2GHz and 3GB RAM. In tables, p stands for population
size, g for maximum generations.
Table E.1: Average NMSE.
p/g 10 100 1 000 5 000 10 000 20 000
5 1.4108 1.33904 1.51946 1.26609 1.2681 1.22008
10 1.36905 1.28013 1.29773 1.25286 1.3603 1.37774
15 1.27229 1.30647 1.28092 1.32478 1.27913 1.40256
20 1.44049 1.20485 1.36574 1.26667 1.405176 1.294367
Table E.2: Minimal NMSE.
p/g 10 100 1 000 5 000 10 000 20 000
5 1.21264 0.941634 1.24631 0.739717 0.958695 0.911276
10 0.93402 0.9059 0.943628 0.893883 1.05788 0.859296
15 0.959287 0.970472 0.926727 0.94688 0.923268 0.964053
20 1.205 0.829031 1.05403 0.972529 1.04681 1.02294
Table E.3: Maximal NMSE.
p/g 10 100 1 000 5 000 10 000 20 000
5 1.55362 1.76112 1.91729 1.81167 1.84216 1.71926
10 1.62176 1.78553 1.67596 1.77901 1.55377 1.92597
15 1.77036 1.78195 1.84161 1.81739 1.82896 1.87138
20 1.64401 1.71706 1.73131 1.54686 1.90057 1.62219
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Table E.4: Average running times of genetic algorithm in seconds.
p/g 10 100 1 000 5 000 10 000 20 000
5 <1 3.9 38.1 189.1 391.6 760.6
10 <1 7.7 77.9 377.2 753.3 1537.1
15 1.2 11.6 114.5 583.5 1137.4 2304
20 1.6 15.6 149.4 764.4 1508.8 3086.3
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